FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MANCINI Leather Celebrating 30 Year Anniversary -
Fine Leather Goods Since 1989

MANCINI Reveals How To Make Leather Items Last Longer

Quebec, Canada, February 12, 2019, MANCINI Leather Goods, Inc., a well-established premium fine leather goods brand in the North American market, was pleased to announce their celebration of 30 years in business. MANCINI rose to dominate this sector of the premium leather goods industry in North America. Moving forward into the third decade of the MANCINI brand, the management team thanks everyone that has contributed to making this journey a success.

MANCINI leather goods have been consistently in the forefront of the industry thanks to their innovative creations that showcase the natural characteristics of the finest quality leathers and premium materials from around the world. Custom designed deluxe hardware rounds off the experience complementing the originality of each piece.

Fine Leather items deserve the best care, here are some Tips to make them last longer:

• **Let us know which kind of Leather you own and our specialists will tell you how to take care of it:** The cleaning agent used for maintenance must be adapted to the material of your bags and accessories to avoid any damage. Full-grain is a type of leather where the natural grain has not been altered. The thickness of the skin has been preserved, therefore, this type of material is the most resistant and has the highest quality. Suede is a leather that has been treated on the hide to give a velvety finish, unlike the Nubuck, which has been buffed on the grain surface to give the velvety finish. The Nubuck has a better resistance than Suede, as only the outer surface has been treated.

• **Good habits to protect your Leather goods:** To enjoy leather items for as long as possible, avoid exposing them to heat, light or dust. This material is permeable, so make sure you do not soak your leather items in water. If they end up being wet, wipe them off immediately and avoid drying them with a direct heat source. Also, make sure to hydrate your leather with non-perfumed moisturizer to prevent it from cracking. When you spend a long period without using your leather bags, it is important to fill them with paper, to maintain their shape, and to store them in air-permeable bags to protect them from dust. Avoid storing your leather items in plastic bags or bins because it is a living material that needs to breathe.

• **Take care of your bags and Leather goods regularly:** Leather bags such as handbags, briefcases, laptop bags and others are carried around and are subject to stains and dust. It is, therefore, essential to take care of leather bags and accessories by cleaning them, and ideally to do so at least every six months. Prior to hydrating or cleaning your leather bags, remove any dust to prevent it from getting into the material. When cleaning leather bags, don't forget to clean the handles and any accessories they have, such as buckles, chains, etc.
When applying a cleaning solution on your leather bags, test it first on a non-noticeable part of the leather to see if a reaction occurs or if there is a change in color. If your leather items are stained, first try to remove the stain with a clean sponge or a cotton pad soaked in soapy water. Afterward, gently wipe the stain with a soft cloth in the leather grain's direction to remove the dirt. To prevent watermarks around stained areas, always clean your bag entirely, insisting on stains, and let it air dry.

The complete MANCINI collection can be viewed by visiting: https://www.mancinileather.com/
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